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Executive Summary
This Annual Environmental Review (AER) covers St Barbara Limited’s (SBM; St Barbara) operational and
environmental activities undertaken in the period 01 September 2009 to 31 August 2010 for its Gwalia, Kailis
and Tarmoola operations. This report has been prepared in accordance with Condition G2 of Environmental
Protection Act (1986) Environmental Licences 8337/2009/1, 8443/2010/1 and 8345/2009/1, administered by
the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC). It will also meet the annual reporting requirements
for the Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) as required by the projects’ tenement conditions.
During the year, St Barbara implemented a number of changes to management structure, including the
amalgamation of the Environmental and Health and Safety Departments into a Health, Safety and Environment
(HSE) Department. Resourcing changes included the appointment of an Environmental Advisor in Leonora in
April.
The development of Gwalia Deeps progressed with the primary Hoover decline reaching 1310 metres below
the surface. The secondary Adam decline commenced off the Hoover at 1130 metres below the surface in
order to mine the reserves above the dyke between the 1100 and 1180 levels. Another secondary decline, the
Beech decline, is planned to commence early in the coming year to mine the remainder of the reserve above
the dyke from the 1200 to 1300 levels.
The backfilling of stopes progressed throughout the year, using paste material produced at the Gwalia Paste
Plant. The underground operation produced 621,930 tonnes of ore from development and stoping, at an
average gold grade of 5.65g/t, and 482,516 tonnes of waste rock.
The Gwalia Process Plant operated on a campaign milling basis until February 2010, when full‐time milling
recommenced, treating mainly ore from the Gwalia underground operation. Some ore from third party
suppliers was also treated under a toll milling arrangement. A total of 634,006 dry tonnes of material was
processed from the Gwalia Mine to produce 105,329 oz of gold, and 88,861 dry tonnes were processed from
third party suppliers to produce 6,517 oz of gold.
Tailings were deposited into Gwalia’s tailings storage facility 3 (TSF3) Eastern Cell 1 following completion of the
cell lift to 382.5 m RL during the previous reporting period. A TSF lift of the Western Cell 2 was completed in
December 2009, also to 382.8 m RL. There has been no deposition activity in this cell during the year. No
operational freeboard breaches occurred during the reporting period. An external audit on TSF construction,
management and integrity, performed by Coffey Mining during December 2010, found the TSF to be compliant
with DMP guidelines.
Two approval documents were submitted to the DMP and approved during the year: a Letter of Intent for
recommencement of mining at Tarmoola, at the King of the Hills Project, and a Mining Proposal relating to
treatment of the historic Braemore tailings deposit. A works Approval for development of a landfill facility at
King of the Hills was also submitted to the DEC.
Exploration activity focused on King of The Hills (Tarmoola) mine site where a resource definition program was
completed involving 55 RC and diamond core drill holes for a total of 10,760 m. Potential northern extensions
and repetitions of the King of the Hills deposit were investigated approximately 3 km to the north of the mine
site at the Cocoa Bore prospect, where 6 holes totalling 1,331 m were completed. Additional resource
extension surface drilling commenced at the Gwalia deposit, with 483 m completed. Regional exploration
activities were confined to the Hibernia prospect, where 4,473 m of aircore drilling was undertaken during
i
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August 2010. A total of 85 drill holes were plugged and backfilled during the year, and a further 9 holes were
plugged at Cocoa Bore.
A total of approximately 40 hectares of rehabilitation primary earthworks (contour profiling) were completed
during the year at Tarmoola on the North Waste Dump on M37/201 and M37/67. This area will be topsoiled,
ripped, seeded and fertilised in the late autumn/early winter of 2011.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Operational Overview
This Annual Environmental Report (AER) covers St Barbara Limited’s (SBM; St Barbara) operational and
environmental management activities undertaken during the period from 01 September 2009 to 31 August
2010 for its operations in the Leonora region. These operations are located near the town of Leonora,
approximately 240km north of Kalgoorlie as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 ‐ Regional location plan

This report has been prepared in accordance with Condition G2 of Environmental Protection Act (1986)
Environmental Licences 8337/2009/1 (Gwalia), 7888/2 (Kailis) and L8345/2009/1 (Tarmoola), administered
by the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC). It will also meet the annual reporting
requirements for the Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) as specified in tenement conditions.
The report covers operational and environmental activities undertaken by SBM in the Leonora region.
Areas covered by this report comprise:
•
•

Gwalia
Trump
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kailis
Tower Hill
Tarmoola
Rainbow
Puzzle
McGraths
Harlech
Jasper Hill
Jasper Flat
Forrest
Harbour Lights
Ulysses

The location of these sites is shown on Figure 2.
Development of the Hoover decline saw the depth below surface level extended by 120 metres to 1300
metres below the surface (mbs). The secondary Adam decline commenced off the Hoover decline at 1130
mbs in order to mine the reserves above the dyke between the 1100 and 1180 levels, and reached the 1120
level. This resulted in 621,930 tonnes of ore produced by development and stoping, at an average gold
grade of 5.65 g/t, and 482,516 tonnes of waste rock being mined and deposited within the Gwalia pit during
the reporting period. Stopes are backfilled using material produced at the Gwalia paste plant with tailings
material excavated from the rehabilitated Grants Patch tailings dam.
No open pit mining was undertaken during the year. The last open pit which was mined by St Barbara in the
Leonora region was at Kailis/Trump, and this operation closed in February 2009. The waste rock dump at
this project is currently in preparation for rehabilitation, which will be undertaken between late 2010 and
the first half of 2011.
The Gwalia Process Plant operated on a campaign milling basis until February 2010, after which full‐time
milling recommenced, treating mainly ore from the Gwalia underground operation. Some ore from third
party suppliers was also treated under a toll milling arrangement. A total of 634,006 dry tonnes of material
was processed from the Gwalia Mine to produce 105,329 oz of gold, and 88,861 dry tonnes were processed
from third party suppliers to produce 6,517 oz of gold.
Deposition of tailings into Gwalia’s tailings storage facility 3 (TSF3) Eastern Cell 1 continued following
completion of the cell lift to 382.5 m RL. No operational freeboard breaches occurred during the reporting
period. A TSF lift of the Western Cell 2 was completed in December 2009, also to 382.8 m RL. There has
been no deposition activity in this cell during the last year. An external audit on TSF construction,
management and integrity was performed to by Coffey Mining during December 2009, with the TSF found
to be compliant with DMP guidelines.
The layout of the Gwalia mine site is depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 2 ‐ Map of the Leonora region showing locations of St Barbara operations
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Figure 3 ‐ Layout of Gwalia mine site

A total of approximately 40 hectares of primary earthworks were completed during the year at Tarmoola on
the North Waste Dump, located to the north of the Tarmoola Pit on M37/201, with a small section on
M37/67. The rehabilitation work comprised concave profiling. Completion of the rehabilitation on this area
will take place during late autumn/early winter 2011 and will involve capping, topsoiling, ripping, seeding
and fertilising.
Exploration activity focused on King of The Hills (Tarmoola) mine site where a resource definition program
was completed involving 55 RC and diamond core drill holes for a total of 10,760 m. Potential northern
extensions and repetitions of the King of the Hills deposit were investigated approximately 3 km to the
north of the mine site at the Cocoa Bore prospect where 6 holes totalling 1,331 m were completed.
Additional resource extension surface drilling commenced at the Gwalia deposit, with 483 m completed.
Regional exploration activities were confined to the Hibernia prospect, where 4,473 m of aircore drilling was
undertaken during August 2010. A total of 85 drill holes were plugged and backfilled during the year, and a
further 9 holes were plugged at Cocoa Bore.

1.2 Brief History
Gold mineralisation was discovered near Mt Leonora in May 1886, at the site which subsequently became
known as the Gwalia Mine. The deposit was mined by underground methods until 1963, when the mine
reached a vertical depth of 1,620m (Leonora 2006). During this period, 7.3 million tonnes (Mt) of ore at an
average grade of 11.4 grams per tonne (g/t) of gold was mined to produce 2.6 million ounces (Moz) of gold.
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In 1983, Sons of Gwalia NL (SGW) acquired the leases over the Gwalia Mine. They commenced open pit
mining of the deposit in 1984. On completion of the open cut in 1999, at a vertical depth of 280m, 12.5 Mt
of ore had been mined at an average grade of 3.2 g/t for 1.3 Moz of gold.
Underground mining recommenced following completion of the open pit. Mining of the open pit ceased in
September 2003 at a vertical depth of 375 m. During this phase 1.13 Mt of ore at 4.07 g/t was mined to
produce 148,000 oz of gold.
Sons of Gwalia purchased the Harbour Lights Mine and associated tenements from Aurora Gold (WA) Pty
Ltd and Carr Boyd Minerals Pty Ltd in 1995. The deposit had been previously mined by a number of
companies between 1985 and 1994. Sons of Gwalia also acquired the Tower Hill and adjacent Green Banana
deposits from Plutonic Resources during 1995. Plutonic had previously acquired the Tower Hill assets from
Dominion Mining Ltd. The Tower Hill Mine was active between 1986 and 1992.
Gold was first discovered at Tarmoola in 1897, with production occurring at the King of the Hills and Queen
of the Hills underground and associated open‐pit mines until 1986. Between 1988 and 1989 the King of the
Hills pit was expanded. Mt Edon Gold Mines commenced the gold mining at the Tarmoola operation in
1989, producing 7.44 Mt at 2.205 g/t for 459,028 oz between 1989 and 1997. During 1997, Mt Edon was
acquired by Camelot Resources NL and Teck Corporation. In 1998 Camelot and Teck consolidated and
changed their name to PacMin Mining Corporation which was then acquired by SGW in 2001. To date,
approximately 1.6 Moz of gold has been produced from Tarmoola and the surrounding satellite operations
at Celtic, Wonder and Galahad.
The Tarmoola Pit ceased operations in April 2004. However, processing continued at Tarmoola until October
2004.
St Barbara acquired the Leonora Operations on 28 March 2005 following the acquisition of the SGW
(Administrators Appointed) Gold division. In December 2005, development commenced to extend the
Hoover Decline at Gwalia Deeps from 375 mbs.
Tarmoola has been under a care and maintenance program since acquisition by St Barbara. During 2010, a
feasibility study was undertaken to determine the viability of developing an underground mine at Tarmoola.
The results of this study were favourable, and at the time of writing, St Barbara is in the process of
developing the King of the Hills underground operation beneath the Tarmoola Open Pit mine.
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2 Government Licensing, Regulation and Approvals
2.1 Licensing
2.1.2

Environmental Protection Act (1986) Licences

The prescribed premises licences issued under the EP Act contain the conditions under which the sites can
operate.
There are three EP Act (1986) Licences for SBM’s operations in the Leonora region (‘the licences’). These are
listed in Table 1, along with the categories under which the projects are prescribed. An application was
submitted to the DEC in April 2010, and approved, to have the licence periods for the Tarmoola and Kailis
licences aligned with that of the Gwalia licence. Other changes relating to licence limits were also updated
by the DEC upon request, as indicated in Table 1.
Table 1 ‐ Environmental Protection Act (1986) Licences and their prescribed activities
Site
Gwalia

Licence
8337/2009/1

Kailis

8433/2010/1

Tarmoola

L8345/2009/1

Prescribed activities
• Processing or beneficiation of
metallic or non metallic ore
•

Mine dewatering

•

Fuel burning

•

Screening

•

Bulk storage of chemicals

•

Mine dewatering

•

Processing or beneficiation of
metallic or non‐metallic ore

•

Mine dewatering

•

Putrescible landfill site

•

Fuel burning

•

Bulk storage of chemicals

Licence Limits
Less than 1,200,000 tonnes
ore to be processed per
annum by CIL plant
Mine dewatering discharge
2,000,000 to 2,500,000
tonnes per annum to
Tower Hill or Harbour
Lights pits of which
500,000 tonnes may be
discharged to Lake Raeside
900,000 tonnes per annum
of mine dewatering
50,000 tonnes per annum
of ore processed

Note that the Gwalia Licence no longer includes Class I and Class II landfill activities. The Gwalia mine site
landfill is registered under the Environmental Protection Regulations 1987 (Registration No. R2097/2009/1).
An application to have one licence condition changed was submitted to the DEC on 30 August 2010. The
application related to Condition W7(a) of the Environmental Protection Act (1986) Licence L8345/2009/1 for
Tarmoola. The application sought a change in the inspection frequency of Tarmoola TSF4 while the site is
under care and maintenance, from six‐hourly inspections to monthly inspections, with an exception made
for extraordinary inspections following extreme rainfall events.
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Annual audit compliance reports, detailing the status of compliance with each condition in the Gwalia and
Tarmoola EP Act Licences, are being submitted to the DEC concurrently with this AER.

2.1.3

Department of Water (DoW) Licences

During the 2008‐2009 reporting period, on 30 January 2009 the Department of Water (DoW) issued
amalgamated licence GWL110913(5) for abstraction of water from the Station Creek Borefield, the Eastern
Borefield, the Gwalia Deeps Underground Mine, the Tower Hill Pit, the Kailis Project and McGraths Pit. The
Sullivans Creek, Tarmoola, Teutonic and Rainbow licences did not change during the reporting period.
The Gwalia Annual Aquifer Review was submitted to the DoW in September 2010 for the reporting period
01 July 2009 to 30 June 2010.
The Tarmoola mine site has been in care and maintenance since November 2004. SBM has allowed a private
contractor access to Tarmoola groundwater for a rock crushing operation.
Current groundwater licences and their allocations and abstraction volumes have been included in Table 2.
The abstraction volumes are taken from the DoW reporting period 01 May 2009 to 30 April 2010 for
Tarmoola and 01 July to 30 June for Gwalia. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the location of the borefields for
Leonora and Tarmoola respectively.
Table 2 ‐ Current Groundwater Licences

Site

GWL
Number

Expiry

Allocation
(m3)

Gwalia
Operations
amalgamated
licence

110913(5)

30 December
2010

5,614,500

65627(2)

31 December
2012

1,825,000

0

Tarmoola

63771(2)

31 December
2012

2,500,000

36,517

Teutonic
Borefield

110531(3)

31 December
2012

1,000,000

0

Rainbow

159197(1)

31 December
2012

500,000

0

Sullivan’s
Borefield

–

Creek

2009‐10
Abstraction
(m3)
1,318,110

11,639,500

1,354,627

Total

Throughout the reporting period water was abstracted from the Eastern Borefield for use in the Gwalia
Operations, primarily at the process plant and the paste plant. Dewatering of the Gwalia Deeps
underground mine continued, with this water pumped to the Tower Hill Pit, with minor quantities utilised
for underground mining requirements. Total abstraction volumes were 1,354,627 kL/annum, representing
11.6% of the total allowable abstraction limit of 11,639,500 kL/annum
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Figure 4 ‐ St Barbara Leonora region borefields
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Figure 5 – St Barbara Tarmoola region borefields
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2.2 Regulation
Environmental regulation of SBM’s activities is largely administered via conditions applied to Licences, and
by tenement conditions.

2.2.1

EP Act Licence Conditions

An Annual Audit Compliance Report (AACR) is being submitted to the DEC concurrently with this AER. The
AACR details the assessment of compliance with each condition in the EP Act Licence.

2.2.2

DoW Licence Conditions

The status of compliance with conditions in the DoW Licences covering the Leonora Operations is detailed
in Section 5.3.

2.2.3

Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) Tenement Conditions

Environmental regulation by the DMP is generally administered via tenement conditions. Many of the
conditions are outdated and require rationalisation. The identification of these outdated tenement
conditions continued during the reporting period. SBM will liaise with the DMP regarding deletion of these
outdated tenement conditions during 2010‐11.

2.3 Environmental Approvals (Granted)
2.3.1

Mining Proposals

A Mining Proposal was submitted to the DMP on 20 November 2009 in relation to the removal and
processing of approximately 50,000 tonnes of tailings material from the Braemore Public Battery on
M37/251 and M37/159. Approval for the project was granted by the DMP on 20 November 2009.

2.4 Other Environmental Approvals
The DMP advised that a Mining Proposal was not required for commencement of the King of the Hills
underground mine at Tarmoola, as proposed operations were to be located in previously approved and
cleared areas. The DMP was notified of the project via a Letter of Intent on 12 August 2010, and approval
for the project was granted by the DMP on 08 September 2010.
A Works Approval application for a landfill facility at the King of the Hills (Tarmoola) site was submitted to
the DEC online on 10 September 2010, with approval pending at the time of preparation of this AER.

2.5 Future Approvals Required
It is not expected that any Mining Proposals will be prepared during the forthcoming year. A number of
Works Approvals are likely to be prepared and submitted to the DEC, relating to infrastructure changes and
upgrades at both Gwalia and the King of the Hills project.
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3 Tenement Summary
3.1 Leonora Operations
The Leonora operations were confined to one key area of activity: the Gwalia underground operation, with
preparation for commencement of the King of the Hills mine at Tarmoola also occurring during the current
reporting period. Rehabilitation, care and maintenance and exploration activities were associated primarily
with Tarmoola and Tower Hill, and at a number of satellite sites. SBM’s Leonora operations and tenements
are listed in Table 3.
Table 3 ‐ Leonora Operations tenements
Location

Tenement

Gwalia

M37/17, M37/25, M37/333, M37/391,
M37/55, M37/137, M37/170, M37/200,
M37/247, M37/903, M37/1026, M37/1027,
L37/34, L37/36, L37/58, L37/66, L37/56
G37/25, G37/26, G37/27, G37/28, G37/29,
G37/30, G37/31, G37/32, G37/33, G37/34,
G37/35

Status during 2009‐10
Operational

Granted
during
reporting period

the

Harbour Lights

G37/06, G37/08‐018, M37/251, M37/1150

Closed
and
rehabilitated

Harlech

M37/586, M37/587, M37/165

Closed and rehabilitated

Jasper Flat

M37/212, M37/58, M37/565, M37/626,
L37/74

Closed
and
rehabilitated

Jasper Hill

M37/21, M37/165, M37/565, L37/76, L37/79

Closed and rehabilitated

Kailis and Trump

M37/46, M37/564

Operational until May
2009, then care and
maintenance

McGraths

M37/485, M37/626

Closed
and
rehabilitated

Tarmoola

M37/201,
M37/429,
M37/572,
M37/400,
M37/1105

Care and maintenance

Forrest

M37/46, M37/159

Closed and rehabilitated

M37/547, M37/763, M37/179, M37/21

Closed and rehabilitated

Rainbow

and

M37/248, M37/330, M37/410,
M37/457, M37/547, M37/548,
M37/573, M37/67, M37/90,
M37/548, M37/398, M37/574,

being

being

being
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Location

Tenement

Status during 2009‐10

Puzzle
Tower Hill

M37/55, M37/25, M37/251, G37/21

Exploration activities

Ulysses

M40/166, M37/689

Closed
and
rehabilitated

Wendy’s Borefield

M37/350, M37/513, M37/514, M37/638

Sold

being

These tenements are being managed by
Terrain Minerals
Teutonic Borefield

L37/78, L37/83

Care and maintenance

Sullivan’s
Borefield

Creek

M37/67, M37/76, M37/90, M37/201,
M37/222, M37/248, M37/330, M37/394,
M37/407, M37/410, M37/416, M37/429,
M37/449, M37/458, M37/459, M37/460

Care and maintenance

Station
Borefield

Creek

L37/123, L37/124, L37/44

Care and maintenance

L37/89, L37/33

Operational
as
September 2008

Eastern Borefield

of

Disturbance and rehabilitation activities associated with the Leonora regional operations for the previous
and current reporting periods have been summarised in Appendix A.
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4 Operation Activities
This section covers SBM’s operational and environmental activities in the Leonora region. Areas covered
comprise:
•

Gwalia

•

Trump

•

Kailis

•

Tarmoola

•

Rainbow

•

Puzzle

•

McGraths

•

Harlech

•

Jasper Hill

•

Jasper Flats

•

Forrest

•

Harbour Lights

•

Tower Hill

•

Ulysses

Site plans for each of these locations are included in Appendix B.
During the reporting year, mining in the Leonora region by St Barbara was undertaken exclusively at the
Gwalia Deeps underground operation. The Trump/Kailis open pit operation ceased production in February
2009 and was under care and maintenance during the reporting period. As outlined in Table 4, Leonora
Operations have been categorised as development activities, operational, care and maintenance, care and
maintenance and being rehabilitated, closed and being rehabilitated or closed and rehabilitated.
Table 4 ‐ Site status
Activity

Sites

Operational

Gwalia, Eastern Borefield

Care and maintenance

Teutonic Borefield, Sullivan’s Creek Borefield, Station Creek
Borefield, Kailis Borefield

Care and maintenance
being rehabilitated

and

Tarmoola, Trump, Kailis

Closed and being rehabilitated

Tower Hill, McGraths

Closed and rehabilitated

Harbour Lights, Jasper Hill, Jasper Flat, Harlech, Forrest,
Puzzle, Rainbow, Ulysses
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4.1 Mining Activities
4.1.1

Gwalia Deeps Underground Operation

Underground mining at Gwalia is undertaken by SBM, with Barminco being the mining contractor. Other
key sub‐contractors include Hamptons for surface haulage, RUC for raise boring and SWICK for grade
control drilling. Underground development during the reporting period was focused on the Hoover and
Adam declines. This extended the primary decline in Gwalia down to the Deeps ore bodies and set up access
levels from the 1050 level to the 1260 level, which is currently being mined. This development involved
removing waste material to extend the decline from 1180 metres to 1300 mbs. The secondary Adam decline
commenced at 1130 mbs in order to mine the reserves above the dyke between the 1100 and 1180 levels,
and reached the 1120 level. It is expected that the Hoover decline will ultimately attain a depth of
approximately 1600 mbs during the life of mine.
A diamond drill exploration drive was developed on the 1260 level for the grade control of future ore bodies
down to 1360 mbs.
The backfilling of stopes progressed throughout the year, using paste material produced at the Gwalia Paste
Plant. Material for paste manufacture is sourced from the rehabilitated Grants Patch TSF at Gwalia. The
tailings material is excavated and screened at the Grants Patch TSF and then trucked to the paste plant,
where it is mixed with water and cement powder and piped underground. The paste plant does not operate
continuously, but is run on a campaign basis as required. A total of 97,529 cubic metres of paste material
was produced at the paste plant during the reporting period.
During the reporting year 621,930 tonnes of ore at an average grade of 5.65 g/t was produced from
development (114,662 tonnes) and stoping (507,268 tonnes). A total of 482,516 tonnes of waste rock was
moved from underground. Most of this was dumped within the Gwalia pit, with small quantities used for
minor projects such as road base.

4.2 Processing Activities
The Gwalia Process Plant operated on campaign milling basis (1 week on / 1 week off) until February 2010.
Since February the Process Plant has reverted to full time milling, treating mainly ore from the Gwalia
underground operation, but also some ore from third party suppliers under a toll milling arrangement.
During the current AER reporting period, 634,006 dry tonnes of material was processed from the Gwalia
Mine to produce 105,329 oz of gold. Also during this period, 88,861 dry tonnes were processed from third
party suppliers to produce 6,517 oz of gold.
A dust extraction unit was operational at the crushing circuit of the Gwalia processing plant, with a number
of incremental improvements made during the year in response to changes in ore composition.
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4.3 Tailings Storage Facility Management
4.3.1

Gwalia

Gwalia’s tailings storage facility 3 (TSF3) has been operational since circuit commissioning in October 2008.
Tailings deposition during the current AER period was confined to the eastern cell of TSF3, which had been
raised to 382.5 m RL the previous year. A TSF lift was completed in the western cell of the TSF in December
2009, to a height of 382.5 m RL. The inboard construction method was used for the wall lift, using tailings
along with some rock material from the Trump waste rock dump, as required. Integrity testing of the lift was
overseen by Coffey Engineering Pty Ltd. Following completion of lifts in both cells, the TSF3 is estimated to
provide sufficient capacity until the end of 2011. Water recovery from the tailings facility has been ongoing
since operation commenced.
Environmental inspections of TSF3 are undertaken regularly, during which capacity, structure, construction
and seepage around the TSF are assessed. Additional inspections by processing personnel are carried out
four‐hourly, which is more frequent that the six‐hourly inspections stipulated in the current Gwalia EP Act
Licence. The interceptor drain and collection pond is regularly inspected and water from the collection pond
is pumped back to the decant area on TSF3.
Extraction of dried tailings material from the decommissioned Grants Patch TSF continued during the year,
for use as underground stope backfill. The extracted material is trucked to the Gwalia Paste Plant, where it
is mixed with cement powder and water and pumped underground.
Gwalia TSF2 has been capped and rehabilitated and is currently used as the site of the Gwalia landfill and
Emergency Response fire training ground. Dried tailings from TSF2 have also previously been used as a
source of material for embankment lifts on TSF3.

4.3.2

Tarmoola

Most of Tarmoola TSFs 1, 2 and 3 were rehabilitated during the previous reporting period. The TSF5 starter
embankment was rehabilitated during 2008‐09, by breaching to allow the egress of ponded water.
In 2007, a diluted molasses solution had been applied to the surface of the northern cell of Tarmoola TSF4
and parts of the southern cell. This treatment proved to be effective for a period of almost two years. No
dust generation had been observed during periods of strong wind at TSF4 from the time of molasses
application until near the end of the previous reporting period in August 2009. As reported in last year’s
AER, a dust storm occurred on 10 September 2009, which was reported to the DEC as an incident.
Investigations showed the source of the dust to be Tarmoola TSF4. Following this incident, visits were
subsequently made to the TSF on several occasions at times of high wind, resulting in the reporting of three
dust‐related incidents during 2010, to the end of the AER reporting period. These incidents are detailed in
Section 5.1.
Management of dust generation at Tarmoola TSF4 during the life of the King of the Hills Project will be
achieved by disposal of dewatering water into the TSF. Rehabilitation of the TSF, including the placement of
capping material, will prevent further dust generation. Prior to the decision to develop King of the Hills,
rehabilitation of Tarmoola TSF4 had been scheduled to commence during 2011‐12 (44.59 ha), with
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rehabilitation of the remaining 40.0 ha scheduled to be completed in 2012‐13. Tarmoola TSF4 will now be
rehabilitated following cessation of operations at King of the Hills. The King of the Hills project is currently
planned to operate until the end of 2015.

4.4 Dewatering Activities
St Barbara is required to monitor the dewatering discharge in accordance with condition W8 of
Environmental Protection Act (1986) Licence 8337/2009/1. This condition requires monthly records of
discharge volumes to be presented in both tabular and graphical formats for the approved disposal
locations of Lake Raeside, the Tower Hill Pit and the Harbour Lights Pit. Only the Tower Hill Pit was used for
the disposal of dewatering water during the current reporting period.
A total of 299,120.8 kL of water was discharged into the Tower Hill Pit from Gwalia Deeps during the
reporting period. During the months of December, January and February, underground dewatering pumping
issues occurred. Pumping slowed in December, and a significant drop in discharge to the Tower Hill Pit was
recorded for January (11,709.5 kL). To make up for this down time in pumping, additional discharge was
undertaken in February (72,052.8 kL), as shown in Figure 6.

Discharge into Tower Hill
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10000
0

Monthly Tower Hill Discharge Volume (kL)
Figure 6 ‐ Gwalia Deeps dewatering discharge to the Tower Hill Pit

Monthly quantities of groundwater that have been discharged to the Tower Hill Pit from Gwalia Deeps
underground are depicted in Table 5.
Table 5 ‐ Gwalia Deeps dewatering discharge to the Tower Hill Pit
Date

Sep‐09
Oct‐09
Nov‐09

Monthly Tower Hill Discharge
Volume (kL)

Calculated Discharge Volume (kL)

37390
37390
37390
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Date

Monthly Tower Hill Discharge
Volume (kL)

Dec‐09

57639.1

Jan‐10

11709.5

Feb‐10

72052.8

Mar‐10

27996.8

Apr‐10

40562.4

May‐10

27241.9

Jun‐10

31399.3

Jul‐10
Aug‐10

30519.0

Calculated Discharge Volume (kL)

37390

Total

299120.8

149560

4.5 Exploration Activities
Exploration activity during the period focused on King of The Hills (Tarmoola) mine site where a resource
definition program was completed involving RC and Diamond core drilling. A total of 55 holes were
completed within M37/201 for 10,760 m. Potential northern extensions and repetitions of the King of the
Hills deposit were investigated approximately 3 km to the north of the mine site at the Cocoa Bore prospect
(M37/574) where 6 holes totaling 1,331 m were completed by end of June. Additional resource extension
drilling was commenced on the Gwalia deposit with drill holes collared in M37/849. At the end of the
reporting period 483 m had been drilled at Gwalia. Regional exploration activities were confined to 4,473 m
of Aircore drilling completed at the Hibernia prospect during August. Exploration activities for the reporting
period are summarised in Table 6.
Table 6 – St Barbara exploration summary – 2009‐10

Tenements
Project
KotH*
Cocoa
Bore
Gwalia

Hibernia
Total
•

AC*
No
Holes

RC*

Metres

No
Holes

RCD*

Metres

M37/201
M37/574
5
P37/4854,
M37/849
P37/7406,
P37/7408,
P37/7411,
E37/670,
E37/740,
E37/916

1218

DDH*

No
Holes
41

Metres
8814

1

107

No
Holes
14

4473

86

4473

Metres
1891

10760
1331

1

86

Total

483

484

4559
5

1218

42

8921

15

2374

17134

KotH = King of the Hills; AC = aircore; RC = reverse circulation; RCD = reverse circulation drill holes; DDH = diamond drill holes

During the year, 85 drill holes were plugged and backfilled at Hibernia. A further 9 holes at Cocoa Bore were
plugged and rubbish and sample bags were removed.
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During the forthcoming year drilling programs are expected to be actively undertaken at Gwalia (deep
diamond drilling) and Hibernia (Aircore and RC drilling). Other prospect areas likely to have first phase
Aircore drilling completed include Sunset Well, Malcolm, Yerilla and Triangle Bore.

4.6 Care and Maintenance
Tarmoola has remained in care and maintenance during the current reporting period. Tarmoola has also
been the major area of focus for rehabilitation work during this period. Trump and Kailis are also under care
and maintenance. In August 2010, Landloch Pty Ltd consultants commenced modelling studies to determine
the most suitable design for the Kailis/Trump waste rock dump. Rehabilitation earthworks will commence
in late 2010 and the waste rock dump will be seeded in the autumn/early winter of 2011.
Other sites currently under care and maintenance include all the borefields except the Eastern Borefield
near Gwalia, which is used for production.

4.7 Decommissioning, Closure and Rehabilitation
4.7.1

Rehabilitation

This year’s rehabilitation program again focused on legacy landforms at Tarmoola. A total of approximately
40 hectares of primary rehabilitation earthworks were undertaken at Tarmoola on the North waste rock
dump, mainly on M37/201, with a small section on M37/67. Figure 7 shows the areas rehabilitated during
the reporting period. Primary earthworks were completed within most of the area outlined in red
(M37/201), with three areas yet to be completed: in the vicinity of the topsoil stockpile immediately west of
the pit, and the north‐eastern part of the waste dump where it adjoins M37/573. These areas are outlined
in black in Figure 7.
Some remediation work on areas of historic rehabilitation at Ulysses was completed in October 2009. This
involved the repair of an eroded area in between two waste dumps.
Waste dump profiling earthworks were also scheduled to commence at Tarmoola on the West1 waste rock
dump on M37/273 in early September 2010.
An erosion modelling study by Landloch Pty Ltd consultants commenced at Kailis during the current
reporting period. The study includes the development an optimal landform design in terms of erosion
resistance, within the constraints of available material and space. Earthworks will commence following
completion of the study and the awarding of a preferred supplier contract to a rehabilitation earthworks
contractor. The waste dump will be seeded in late autumn/early winter 2011.
The planting of seedlings to improve species density and diversity on previously rehabilitated legacy sites
had been planned for the year but was unable to proceed due to limited personnel resources. Given that
the number of environmental personnel on site is to increase from two to four during the current year, this
work is planned for inclusion in the 2010‐11 rehabilitation plan.
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Figure 7 ‐ Areas rehabilitated at Tarmoola during the AER period

Rehabilitation monitoring (EFA) was undertaken during the year and is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.
Dominant species identified at the analogue sites which were identified and monitored at Kailis were used
to formulate the seedmix for the 2011 Kailis seeding program.

4.7.2

Decommissioning and Closure

A closure study was commissioned during the reporting period, and is being undertaken by GHD
environmental consultants. Although it encompasses all existing and legacy sites on St Barbara’s tenements
in the Leonora region, the study was divided into two key areas – Gwalia and Tarmoola. The Tarmoola study
and report have been completed and the report was submitted to the DEC and DMP in August 2010. The
DEC subsequently provided formal comment on the closure plan on 20 August 2010, particularly noting
issues highlighted in the closure plan relating to tailings storage facility rehabilitation, contaminated sites,
and the return of groundwater levels to historical levels. The DMP formally accepted the Tarmoola closure
plan on 09 September 2010, following assessment (Registration ID 28064), commenting on the holistic
approach to rehabilitation adopted at the site.
The scope of the study includes the development of a Closure Standard and Strategy, and addresses all
aspects of closure, including assessment and costing (with an accuracy of ±30%) of demolition and removal
of all infrastructure and rehabilitation and/or remediation of current and legacy landforms and
contaminated sites. Post‐closure monitoring to be examined during the study includes monitoring and
management of ecosystem re‐establishment, water, dust, feral animals and weeds. In addition to risk
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assessment, the study involves a gap analysis to identify information deficiencies and the requirement for
further studies.
A concurrent project was also commissioned to assess the social impacts of closure upon St Barbara’s host
communities, as well as consideration of the impact on and obligations under existing Indigenous Native
Title agreements associated with St Barbara’s operations. Communication and risk workshops were held
with St Barbara personnel, government bodies and the community. The agenda and outcomes of these
meetings are detailed further in Section 5.8.
Discussions were held with the manager of Melita Station during 2010 regarding the handover of a section
of the Ulysses waste rock dump. The purpose of this handover was for the proposed placement of a water
tank and pipeline to transfer and hold water to be pumped from the disused Ulysses Pit, for livestock
watering purposes. Water samples were taken from the Ulysses Pit by St Barbara environmental personnel
and analysis results were provided to the Melita Station manager. The DMP was consulted during these
discussions and St Barbara was advised that an agreement could be prepared relating to the handover. This
initiative was put on hold with the temporary suspension of pastoral activities on Melita Station.
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5 Environmental Management
The structure of the Environmental Team changed during the year. The position of Environmental Advisor at
Leonora was reinstated in April 2010, with the promotion of the Graduate Environmental Officer. Since
January 2009 the Environmental Advisor position had been withdrawn and the Graduate Environmental
Officer who had been previously based on site had shared his time between the Perth office, Leonora and
Southern Cross. St Barbara has appointed two additional environmental personnel, to commence in the
forthcoming year in November 2010. Therefore, a total of four environmental personnel will be based at
Leonora during the next reporting period. This will greatly assist proactive environmental management and
will permit resumption of Environmental Management System development and implementation.
During the current reporting year, the site Environmental Department amalgamated with the Health and
Safety Department to form a Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) Department at both Leonora and
Southern Cross.
Figure 8 illustrates the structure of the HSE Department at Leonora. Technical guidance and support is
provided by the Corporate Manager, Environment and Community (based in Perth). The Corporate
Environmental Advisor, based mainly in the Perth office, also provides support and works on site
periodically in Leonora and Southern Cross, particularly with special projects. The site HSE Manager guides
the direction of the department on site and provides administrative support.

Linc Downward
Manager, Health Safety &
Environment, Leonora Operations

Jeff Waddington
Manager, Environment &
Community

Steve Charley
Environmental
Superintendent, Leonora
Operations

Ben Darby

Vacant

Vacant

Environmental Advisor

Environmental Graduate

Environmental Trainee

Leonora Operations

Leonora Operations

Leonora Operations

Figure 8 ‐ Leonora Operations environmental team hierarchy
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5.1 Environmental Incidents
5.1.1

Summary of incidents

There were 13 environmental incidents during the reporting period. Of these, seven were externally
reportable. The most common incident type during 2009‐10 was dust generation (five incidents), followed
by hydrocarbon spills (four incidents) and saline water release (three incidents).
Most of the dust incidents occurred at Tarmoola TSF4. The majority of hydrocarbon and saline water spills
resulted from equipment failure, with some occurring due to operator error. Vegetation and soil outside of
cleared areas were affected in the case of one saline emission (mist from the vent fan outlets). Externally
reportable environmental incidents are discussed in detail in the following section, and all environmental
incidents for the reporting period are summarised in Table 7, which includes a synopsis for each incident of
corrective and preventative action taken.

5.1.2

Externally reportable incidents

Pursuant to the EP Act Licence 8337/2009/1, St Barbara reported seven incidents during the reporting
period. Each of these externally reported incidents is discussed below.

Tarmoola TSF4 dust incident – 10 September 2009
On 10 September 2009, a dust storm occurred at Tarmoola, which was reported to the DEC as an incident.
Anecdotal evidence was provided by a member of the public that some of the dust had emanated from
Tarmoola TSF4. The Environmental Coordinator was on annual leave and was unable to visit the site at the
time of the incident to investigate the source. A subsequent site visit by the Environmental Coordinator
failed to locate physical evidence of the source of the dust, and all tailings surfaces inspected exhibited
strong crusting, although rainfall had occurred in the intervening period. The site will be visited during
future high wind events to determine the source of the dust and a plan will be prepared to stabilise the dust
source.

Saline water pipeline rupture at Gwalia processing plant ‐ 18 September 2009
At approximately 7.30 a.m. on 18 September 2009 a buried pipeline transferring saline water from the
processing plant to the Underground Mine Water Day Tank ruptured releasing approximately 15,000 L of
saline water to a contained area (bunded).
Although the incident was identified and reported within five minutes of occurring, the spill volume was
large because the pipeline was buried and all pipelines in the vicinity had to be switched off separately to
identify which line was leaking. The pipeline was switched off within 15 minutes and the water in the line
was released from the rupture point when it was cut to replace the damaged section. The incident occurred
in a highly trafficked area thus was identified by an employee almost immediately. The pipeline was not
fitted with telemetry at the time, and was therefore subjected to regular visual inspections to detect
leakage.
Subsequent investigation of the incident found that the section of pipeline which ruptured was secondhand
and the section which failed had been damaged causing weakness. It is unknown how old the secondhand
pipeline was before it was installed in its current location. As the pipeline was buried the condition could
not be observed therefore the damaged section was not identified during operation of the pipeline. The
pipeline was installed during the re‐commissioning of the Gwalia operation and there is no record of a
pressure test having been undertaken on the pipe prior to commissioning. The pipeline has been
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operational for approximately 15 months at constant pressure. There has been negligible environmental
impact as a result of this incident, as the pipeline is situated in a bund which forms part of the site storm
water management system, and contains no vegetation. Where secondhand pipe is used St Barbara will
ensure it is checked for quality, condition and rating, and pressure‐tested.

Drift of saline water mist from underground ventilation exhaust fan, impacting vegetation – 28 January
2010
Saline water mist from the Gwalia primary ventilation fan exhaust outlet was blown onto and impacted
surrounding vegetation, with some mortalities and some plants partially affected.
Best practice infrastructure and methodology to minimise saline mist drifting to the environment had been
researched for the design and implemented during construction. This included double pressure‐grouting of
raise bores, barrier fencing, bunding and angled exhaust outlets (evases) issuing to water ponds designed to
effect condensation of water vapour and precipitation of water droplets prior to reaching the environment.
Vegetation within an area of approximately two hectares was partially affected. Although some mortalities
are apparent, most plants showed signs of being affected only on the sides facing towards the vent fan
outlets. The extent of the effects on vegetation appears sporadic, indicating that wind gusts may have
transported the mist unevenly.
Corrective and preventative action included the plotting of each affected tree/large shrub, the purchase of
an anemometer to determine wind speed and direction, and doubling the size of the water ponds, to
absorb a greater amount of energy from the mist‐laden spray issuing from the vent fan evases.

Tarmoola TSF4 dust incidents – 15 June 2010 and 08 July 2010
On 15 June 2010 and 08 July 2010 the Tarmoola TSF4 (cells A and B) was observed to be emitting tailings
dust to the surrounding area. The dust is believed to have left the Premises Boundary but settled not
further than the Old Agnew Road. The incidents were reported to DMP and DEC on 16 June and 08 July
2010 respectively. Molasses had been applied to the surface of a large part of the TSF in 2007 and had been
successful at suppressing dust for a period of approximately two years, with only minor dust emissions
occurring during extreme wind conditions. Strong north‐westerly winds travelling are believed to have
disturbed the surface of the TSF to a much greater extent than that seen in previous high wind events.
These incidents indicate that the previous dust suppression measure of molasses application has now
deteriorated to the extent that the particle bonding is no longer able to withstand excessive wind
conditions.
In response to the incidents DEC requested that St Barbara provide the following information:
•
•
•

Heavy metal (including As) and pH analysis of material from the surface of the TSF, representative of the
material that was released as dust.
A report on all dust suppression options considered for use at Tarmoola, including a comparative
analysis to justify the method(s) selected.
A timeline for the implementation of the selected dust control method(s).

The DMP conducted a tenement inspection on M37/410. The DMP requested that St Barbara “provides
either a rehabilitation schedule for the TSF or a mechanism to stop sands from leaving the containment of
the TSF.”
The TSF had been scheduled to be capped and rehabilitated, commencing in 2011‐12 (44.59 ha), with
rehabilitation of the remaining 40.0 ha scheduled to be completed in 2012‐13. However, it was decided
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during 2010 to commence an underground mine (King of the Hills) in the abandoned Tarmoola Pit. Water
obtained from dewatering the King of the Hills mine will be pumped to Tarmoola TSF4, for disposal by
evaporation. It is expected that the storage of dewatering water in Tarmoola TSF4 will minimise dust
generation during the life of the King of the Hills mine. Following closure of the King of the Hills mine, TSF4
will be capped and rehabilitated. The King of the Hills project is currently planned to operate until the end
of 2015.

Tarmoola TSF4 dust incident – 12 August 2010
A third dust incident occurred at Tarmoola TSF4 during 2010. The incident was reported to the DEC on
12 August 2010. Causes of the incident, impacts and corrective action are similar to those detailed for
the incidents of 15 June and 08 July 2010.
5.1.3

List of incidents in 2009‐10

All incidents which occurred during the current reporting period are listed and briefly described in Table
7.
Table 7 ‐ Summary of environmental Incidents occurring during AER period
Date

Department/Area

Description

10 September 2009

Tarmoola TSF

Dust storm caused
dust emissions.

18 September 2009

Processing

7 November 2009

Barminco

Rupture of buried
saline water
pipeline. Later found
to be caused by
damaged section of
secondhand poly
pipe.
A faulty autofill at
the surface fuel bay
caused 10‐50L of
diesel to spill onto
the fuel bay pad.

10 November 2009

Barminco

28 November 2009

Barminco

A hole in the fuel
supply hose resulted
in the release of
approximately 200L
of diesel from the
underground fuel
station.
The surface fuel tank
breather failed,
causing a quantity of

Actions
Reported to the DEC
and DMP. Attempts
made to assess
source. Impacts on
vegetation
monitored and
reported to the DEC.
Reported to the DEC
and DMP. Restricted
to cleared
operational area,
therefore no
environmental
impact.
The spill was cleaned
up with absorbent
materials and
disposed of in the
waste hydrocarbon
bin, for later removal
BY Wren Oil.
The spill was cleaned
up with loose litter
type absorbent
material and
disposed of in the
bioremediation pad.
The spilt diesel was
cleaned up with
absorbent materials

Type
Dust

Saline water

Hydrocarbon

Hydrocarbon

Hydrocarbon
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Date

Department/Area

Description
diesel estimated at
10‐50L to spill onto
the fuel bay pad.

15 December 2009

Processing

A saline water spill
(500 L) occurred
when the poly flange
on the Tower Hill
pipe line broke next
to the cyanide
sparge tank. All
water
was contained in
secondary
containment and no
impact on the
environment
occurred.

28 January 2010

Vent fan

Drift of saline mist
from vent fan outlet
to surrounding area.
Vegetation and soil
affected.

17 April 2010

Processing

A road train trailer
blew a hydraulic
hose and a quantity
of oil estimated at
between 10 and 50L
spilt onto the ROM.
A spill of cement
powder was caused
by a leaking seal on a
rotary valve at the
paste plant cement
silo as it was being
cleaned by an
operator.
Tarmoola TSF4 (cells
A and B) was
observed to be
emitting tailings dust
to the surrounding
area.

30 May 2010

Processing

15 June 2010

Tarmoola TSF4

Actions
which were disposed
of in the waste
hydrocarbon bin, for
later removal by
Wren Oil.
The Tower Hill pump
was stopped and the
flange was
replaced.

Reported to DEC and
DMP. Survey of
affected vegetation
completed. Soil
samples taken and
analysed.
Anemometer
purchased, to assess
future wind direction
and speed. Vent fan
redesigned, including
larger ponds to
reduce force of vent
fan mist emissions.
The contaminated
soil was removed and
disposed of to the
bioremediation pad.

Type

Saline water

Saline water

Hydrocarbon

Fixed at the time of
the incident, and a
different type of seal
was fitted during a
subsequent
shutdown.

Dust

Reported to DEC and
DMP. Molasses
application from
2007 found to have
lost its soil‐binding
properties. Action as

Dust
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Date

Department/Area

Description

Actions

Type

per incident of 08
July 2010.
08 July 2010

Tarmoola TSF4

Tarmoola TSF4 (cells
A and B) was
observed to be
emitting tailings dust
to the surrounding
area.

12 August 2010

Processing

12 August 2010

Tarmoola TSF4

A power failure
caused the mill
discharge pumps to
stop. The hopper
subsequently
overflowed and
slurry spilled over a
concrete bund wall
onto a roadway.
Volume estimated at
greater than 500L
but well under
1000L.
Tarmoola TSF4 (cells
A and B) was
observed to be
emitting tailings dust
to the surrounding
area.

Reported to DEC and
DMP. Tailings
samples taken and
analysed for heavy
metals and pH.
Control options
considered and
timeline for selected
option presented to
the DEC.
The spill was
confined to a cleared
area at the plant and
did not impact on the
environment; it was
cleaned up
immediately and was
returned to the
processing circuit.

Dust

The incident was
reported to the DEC
and DMP on 12
August 2010. Causes
of the incident,
impacts and
corrective action are
similar to those
detailed for the
incidents of 15 June
and 08 July 2010.

Dust

Liquid containing
saline, alkaline or
cyanide
constituents

5.2 Audits and Inspections
5.2.1

External audits and inspections

An external inspection was undertaken by the DMP during the reporting period, as detailed in the following
subsection.

5.2.1.1 DMP inspection of Tarmoola, 21 June 2010
Following the earlier reporting of a dust‐related incident which had occurred on Tarmoola TSF4, an
inspection of the TSF was undertaken by DMP Environmental Officers Nick Galton‐Fenzi and Leah Miller on
21 June 2010. During the inspection, visible aeolian erosion and breaking of the crust was found on the
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surface of the TSF, and tailings material was found to have commenced migrating outside the containment
area, up to 200m from the facility.
The DMP requested that St Barbara provide either a rehabilitation schedule or a mechanism to stop sands
from leaving the containment of the TSF. In response, St Barbara provided the DMP with details of the
proposed disposal of dewatering water from the King of the Hills underground mine into Tarmoola TSF4.
The water will be piped to TSF4 where it will be temporarily stored pending evaporation, and it is expected
that wetting of the tailings will inhibit dust generation.
Exploration activities on Mining Tenement 37/55 and former Prospecting Licence 37/4098 (PoW EXP 7097)
at Tower Hill were also inspected by the DMP on 21 June 2010. The DMP expressed concern that a number
of drill holes and two large excavations observed during the inspection remained unrehabilitated.
St Barbara replied explaining that most drill holes at Tower Hill had been rehabilitated but that some had
been left to be used as monitoring bores to gather water level data. This will be used for an hydrogeological
report that will be required prior to the development of a plan for the underground mining of the Tower Hill
resource following the cessation of mining at Tarmoola (King of the Hills). These drill holes will have final
rehabilitation completed following their use in gathering water level data for this purpose. St Barbara also
explained that the excavations resulted from excavation of material by the Leonora Shire, and that St
Barbara would make rehabilitation arrangements with the Shire.

5.2.2

Internal audits and inspections

A total of 59 internal environmental inspections were undertaken in the Leonora region during the
reporting period by SBM Environmental Department personnel based at Gwalia. This includes both formal
and informal inspections. Formal internal environmental inspections are conducted according to a formal
pre‐established protocol. The frequency of inspections for each work area is set according to perceived risk,
and varies from fortnightly to six‐monthly.
Inspections of all water pipelines, the production borefield and Gwalia landfill were also completed daily,
and four‐hourly inspections of Gwalia TSF3 were undertaken by processing personnel.

5.3 Environmental Monitoring
Environmental monitoring was carried out in accordance with internal and external requirements during the
AER year. Data incorporation into the environmental monitoring database Monitor Pro 5 continued during
the reporting period. All current and the majority of the historic monitoring data have been entered into
Monitor Pro 5, dating back to 2000‐2001.

5.3.1

Groundwater

St Barbara has continued to monitor groundwater as required by the DoW Groundwater Well Licences and
the Environmental Protection Act (1986) Licences for Gwalia, Kailis and Tarmoola. Groundwater levels and
chemical analysis information is included in Appendix C.

5.3.1.1 Gwalia Standing Water Level Monitoring
Standing water level (SWL) monitoring, measured in meters below top of casing (mBTOC) was completed at
Gwalia for the TSFs. This indicated an overall stable water table for TSF2. However, the SWL at TSF 2/03
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showed a significant decrease in May, which was attributed to a field error. All remaining monitoring bores
associated with TSF 2 reported stable water levels, as displayed in Figure 9. The TSF2 SWL data are included
in Appendix C in tabular format.

Gwalia TSF 2 Standing Water Levels
Nov‐09

Dec‐09

Jan‐10

Feb‐10

Mar‐10

Apr‐10 May‐10

Jun‐10

Jul‐10

Aug‐10

0

Depth to Water (mBTOC)

0.5
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1.5
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2.5
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3.5
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4.5
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TSF2/01
TSF2/05

TSF2/02
TSF2/06

TSF2/03
TSF2/07

TSF2/04
TSF2/08

Figure 9 ‐ Gwalia TSF2 standing water levels

Monitoring of Gwalia TSF3 SWLs indicated mostly stable levels for the reporting period. The monitoring
bore data recorded for the period from March to April 2010 displays a slight increase in SWLs. This is
consistent with Bureau of Meteorology rainfall data recorded for the region (31.2 mm) in the month of
April.

From September to January the water levels remained stable across all TSF3 bores. In February a slight
reduction was recorded for TSF3/04 (at 7.13 mBTOC) stabilising again in March. During the period from April
to July, all monitoring bores except TSF3/3 showed a decrease in SWLs. TSF3/3 showed a slight increase (at
0.96 mBTOC) in May but stabilised again in July. SWLs are illustrated in Figure 10, with tabular data included
in Appendix C.
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Gwalia TSF 3 Standing Water Levels
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Figure 10 ‐ Gwalia TSF3 standing water levels

St. Barbara is required to monitor the water quality limits for groundwater in accordance with condition
W6(a) of Environmental Protection Act (1986) Licence 8337/2009/1. This condition requires that samples
are collected quarterly while the plant is processing or six‐monthly while in care and maintenance. The
parameters to be measured include pH, total dissolved solids (TDS), weak acid dissociable cyanide (WAD‐
CN), sodium (Na), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), arsenic (As), lead (Pb), nickel (Ni), iron (Fe),
cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), mercury (Hg), selenium (Se), zinc (Zn), chloride (Cl), carbonate
(CO3) bicarbonate (HCO3), sulphate (SO4) and nitrate (NO3).

5.3.1.2 Gwalia Ground Water Analyte Monitoring
Parameters which require monitoring for Gwalia TSF2 include pH, total dissolved solids (TDS) and weak acid
dissociable cyanide (WAD‐CN). Given the close proximity of the TSF2 series bores to Gwalia TSF3, the TSF2
series bores were monitored for the same parameters as the TSF3 series bores. The minimum pH recorded
for TSF2 was 7.1 (at TSF2/09) and the maximum was 7.86 (at TSF2/08). The mean pH was 7.48. The
minimum TDS value was 23,400 mg/L (at TSF2/8), the maximum was 153,000 mg/L(at TSF2/4), and mean
TDS was 77,658 mg/L. The maximum value for WAD‐CN was 0.08 ppm and was recorded at TSF2/4, 2/9 and
2/10. The raw data are included in Appendix C.
Parameters which require monitoring for TSF3 are detailed in Table 8, with summaries of analyses. As there
are no water quality benchmarks, only minima and maxima are shown. Full analyses of TSF3 parameters are
included in Appendix C.
Table 8 ‐ Summary of TSF3 chemical analyses

Analyte

Unit

Minimum

Site

Maximum

Site

pH

‐

6.2

TSF 3/5

9.97

TSF3/4

TDS

mg/L

47,200.00

TSF3/4

123,000.00

TSF3/3

WAD‐CN

mg/L

0.03

TSF3/4

0.08

TSF3/3

Sodium (Na)

mg/L

10,300

TSF3/4

46,900

TSF3/3

Potassium (K)

mg/L

261

TSF3/4

1,070

TSF3/3
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Analyte

Unit

Minimum

Site

Maximum

Site

Calcium (Ca)

mg/L

744

TSF3/4

2440

TSF3/6

Magnesium (Mg)

mg/L

1,500

TSF3/4

4070

TSF3/7

Arsenic (As)

mg/L

0.1

All sites

0.03

TSF3/3

Lead (Pb)

mg/L

0.01

All sites

0.02

All sites

Nickel (Ni)

mg/L

0.01

3/1, 3/8

0.29

TSF3/5

mg/L

0.52

TSF 3/1, 3/2,
3/4, 3/6, 3/7

20.6

TSF3/5

Cadmium (Cd)

mg/L

0

All sites

0.19

TSF3/07

Chromium (Cr)

mg/L

0.01

3/1, 3/3,3/4

0.15

TSF3/5

Copper (Cu)

mg/L

0.02

TSF 3/4, 3/8

0.23

TSF3/8

Mercury (Hg)

mg/L

0

All sites

0

All sites

Selenium (Se)

mg/L

0.05

All sites

0.21

All sites

Zinc (Zn)

mg/L

0.03

TSF3/4

0.17

TSF3/5

Chloride (Cl)

mg/L

21,100

TSF3/4

74,500

TSF3/3

Carbonate (CO3)

mg/L

<1

All sites

<1

All sites

Bicarbonate
(HCO3)

mg/L

104

TSF3/5

204

TSF3/1

Sulphate (SO4)

mg/L

2520

TSF3/8

13,100

TSF3/7

Nitrate (NO3)

mg/L

3.9

TSF3/2

18.4

TSF3/6

Iron (Fe)

5.3.1.3 Tarmoola Standing Water Level Monitoring
St Barbara continues to undertake SWL monitoring for Tarmoola under the conditions of Environmental
Protection Act (1986) Licence L8345/2009/1. Condition W11 requires SWL data from TB to TB17 and MBH1
to MBH6, as well as MBH9, MBH11, MBH12, MBH15, MBH16, MBH18, MBH21 and MBH23.
Bore monitoring results are illustrated in Figure 11. SWLs surrounding Tarmoola TSF 1, 2 and 3 indicate that
the water table has remained stable throughout the reporting period. A downward trend occurred from
February to August for TB6, TB16 and TB17. Monitoring bore TB14 was again dry for the entire AER
reporting year. An increase of 1.5 m occurred between February and August for TB5 with TB7 and TB12 also
showing a slight increase. The casing for TB11 has been blocked since August 2009. The SWL data are
included in Appendix C.
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Tarmoola TSF 1, 2 & 3 Standing Water Levels
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Figure 11 ‐ Tarmoola TSF1, 2 and 3 standing water levels

The SWL measurements in monitoring bores surrounding TSF4 (MBH series bores), indicate that the water
table remained stable with a slight increase in levels throughout the reporting period, as illustrated in Figure
12. A drop of 2.6 m in the SWL at MBH23 was recorded in August 2010, in comparison with the SWL
recorded at MBH23 during the previous monitoring round in February 2010. MBH2S was dry at each
sampling event except in August 2010. MBH3S was too shallow to obtain SWL data except in February 2010.
The SWLs for MBH4D, MBH4D, MBH6, MBH9, MBH15 and MBH21 were unable to be collected in August
and were collected in early September instead. MBH4S remained dry for the reporting period. St Barbara
continues to record and monitor SWLs for monitoring bores MBH7, 8, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20 and 22, which is not
a requirement of the site Licence. SWL raw data for Tarmoola TSF4 are included in Appendix C.
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Tarmoola TSF 4 Standing Water Levels
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Figure 12 ‐ Tarmoola TSF4 standing water levels

5.3.1.4 Tarmoola Groundwater Analyte Monitoring
Groundwater quality analysis is undertaken in accordance with the conditions of Tarmoola Environmental
Protection Act (1986) Licence L8345/2009/1. Raw analysis data for the required parameters are included in
Appendix C in tabular format, as per Condition W11(f). Condition W11(d) of the Licence includes limits for
pH, total dissolved solids (TDS) and WAD‐CN concentration.
Analysis of groundwater pH levels within monitoring bores surrounding TSF 1, 2 and 3 (TB series bores)
indicated a minimum pH of 7.86 at TB5, and a maximum pH of 8.09 at the same bore. Analysis of
groundwater pH levels within MBH series bores surrounding TSF4 revealed a minimum pH of 7.08 at
MBH5A and a maximum of 8.34 at MBH21. All pH values have been within the 6.0 – 9.0 limit required by the
Tarmoola Environmental Protection Act (1986) Licence L8345/2009/1 for the reporting period.
The maximum TDS value for TSF 1, 2 and 3 was 4,340 mg/L and for TSF4 was 4,280 mg/L. Both values are
below the 5,000mg/L limit specified in the Tarmoola Environmental Protection Act (1986) Licence
L8345/2009/1.
Levels of WAD‐CN at TSF 1, 2 and 3 have remained at or below 0.01 mg/L throughout the reporting year.
WAD‐CN levels at TSF4 were all recorded at ≤0.03mg/L apart from one recording of 0.08 mg/l. All WAD‐CN
levels are well below the Tarmoola Environmental Protection Act (1986) Licence L8345/2009/1 limit of
0.5mg/L.
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5.3.1.5 Kailis Groundwater Monitoring
Kailis dewatering activities ceased in January 2009. However, standing water levels and water quality
monitoring has continued in accordance with condition W5(a) of Environmental Protection Act (1986)
Licence 8433/2010/1. Conditions specify the quarterly water quality monitoring and sampling of Kailis Pit.
Water quality parameters include pH, total dissolved solids (TDS), calcium (Ca), arsenic (As), magnesium
(Mg), nickel (Ni), sulphate (SO4) and carbonate (CO3). These results are collated in tabular format in
Appendix C.

5.3.2

Lake Raeside Monitoring

During the previous reporting period, an exemption was sought from the DEC and granted in relation to the
requirement to prepare a dewatering discharge report, as specified in Condition G4 and Attachment 2 of
Gwalia Environmental Protection Act (1986) Licence 8337/2009/1. Disposal of dewatering water to Lake
Raeside has not occurred since 2006. However, St Barbara commissioned a study to be undertaken during
2010, in line with the Licence requirements. St Barbara has contracted a number of preferred consultants
for studies required throughout the organisation; however, St Barbara’s preferred environmental consultant
was unable to undertake the study. Another consultant has been commissioned, but is unable to complete
the study until after submission of this AER. Fieldwork for the 2010 study is to commence during the third
week of October, and the associated report will be completed in December 2010. The DEC has been notified
of this. If the study reveals any serious adverse impacts upon the biota of Lake Raeside, these will be
reported to the DEC immediately upon receipt of the consultant’s report. Full results of this study will be
reported in the following year’s AER.
In January 2010, St Barbara sampled standing water ponds on Lake Raeside, downstream of Gwalia TSF3
and the Grants Patch TSF. Water analyses of these samples revealed elevated cyanide levels in the ponds, in
comparison with maximum cyanide levels recorded in monitoring bores around Gwalia TSF3. However, the
WAD‐CN for all samples from these ponds was below 0.5mg/L. St Barbara does not consider this to
represent an incident, but informed the DEC in writing of this sampling work on 01 February 2010, and
subsequently discussed the issue verbally in a meeting with the DEC in Kalgoorlie. The sampling of surface
water in the ponds on Lake Raeside was extraneous to statutory water sampling requirements, and was
undertaken proactively by St Barbara. No dewatering water was discharged to Lake Raeside during the
current reporting period. These elevated cyanide levels are well below the toxic levels to flora and fauna
published in the CSBP MSDS for sodium cyanide. Annual reports commissioned by St Barbara studying the
biota of Lake Raeside at the location in question have not revealed any adverse environmental effects (the
2010 study is underway at the time of writing). An electromagnetic survey will be undertaken during 2011
to determine whether flow paths exist between the TSFs and Lake Raeside. It found, these will be
intercepted and any seepage will be returned to the existing seepage interceptor system and back onto
TSF3 for reclaim.

5.3.3

Ecosystem Function Analysis

Ecosystem Function Analysis (EFA) of selected rehabilitated sites recommenced during the reporting period.
The study was undertaken by G & G Environmental Pty Ltd in June and July 2010. A 2008 assessment of all
previous EFA studies had recommended the cessation of further EFA work on those sites where ecosystem
development had been unsuccessful, until further remedial rehabilitation work had been completed at
these sites. The 2010 study therefore excluded these sites and was restricted to sites rehabilitated since
2008, as well as areas highlighted during the 2008 assessment as having an insufficient number of analogue
sites (Tarmoola and Kailis). Dominant species identified at the analogue sites which were identified and
monitored at Kailis were used to formulate the seedmix for the 2011 Kailis seeding program.
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5.3.4

Flora

No flora surveys were conducted during the year. However, annual vegetation monitoring was conducted in
the Eastern Borefield in early November 2009. The first vegetation monitoring survey was completed at the
Eastern Borefield in September 2008. Subsequent monitoring programs are to be carried out at
approximate 12‐monthly intervals.

5.3.5

Fauna

5.3.5.1 Native fauna
A fauna survey was undertaken in February 2010 by Bamford Consulting Ecologists in areas where potential
future development is in the conceptual planning stage. These included two possible future tailings storage
facility sites near the Gwalia mine, and the abandoned Tower Hill Open Pit. The survey included targeted
searches for species of conservation significance and the identification of significant or fragile fauna
habitats. The survey was the second undertaken in the vicinity of the Gwalia mine since 2008, although the
2008 survey ranged to approximately 30 km south of the Gwalia operation. The two surveys were
undertaken in spring and autumn to provide an indication of species present in the area at different times
of the year.
During the 2010 fauna survey 98 fauna species were recorded including one frog, 26 reptile, 51 bird and 20
Mammal species.
Two conservation significant fauna species were recorded during the field survey. These were:
1. Rainbow Bee‐eater – EPBC Migratory
2. Inland Greater Long‐eared Bat – DEC Priority 4
The study report recommended that further investigation is required to establish the status of the
populations of significant species in the local area. These include Malleefowl, Slender‐billed Thornbill,
Brush‐tailed Mulgara and the lizard Aprasia picturata.
Some significant fauna habitats were identified during the survey. These include isolated rocky ridges, the
Lake Raeside drainage system and the fringing sand dunes. Such habitats may also support Short Range
Endemic (SRE) fauna.
Potential impacts upon fauna due to the construction and operation of potential projects were identified as
loss of significant habitat, fragmentation of important habitats, restriction of fauna movement and gene
flow and changes in hydrology and the abundance of introduced predators. A number of management
measures were recommended to minimise potential impacts.

5.3.5.2 Subterranean Fauna
No subterranean fauna surveys have been undertaken by St Barbara since Subterranean Ecology conducted
a stygofauna desktop and pilot field study at the Gwalia and Tower Hill area in January 2008. During this
study, no stygobitic species were found in samples taken from saline aquifers. Two sites outside the mine
area recorded the presence of a widely distributed stygophillic species from the crustacean group Copepoda
in fractured rock aquifers. This species is found in both subterranean and surface waters. No further
subterranean fauna surveys are anticipated on SBM’s tenements.
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5.3.5.3 Feral Fauna
A number of feral sheep have been observed on St Barbara’s tenements near the Gwalia mine and in the
townsite of Gwalia. The pastoralist who owned these sheep has been contacted and they were removed on
several occasions.
Approximately 250 goats were removed from Gwalia by a local pastoralist during the previous reporting
period. This pastoralist has since left the area and to date St Barbara has been unable to interest other
pastoralists in removing goats, the numbers of which have again built up. St Barbara will continue to seek
removal of feral sheep and goats from its tenements and may request approval from relevant authorities
for a goat cull during the forthcoming year.
St Barbara was approached by the Wiluna Central Dogging Group to contribute towards the hiring of a
licensed Pest Control Officer to remove wild dogs. St Barbara made two contributions during the reporting
period – one in each financial year. The Pest Control Officer spent several weeks removing wild dogs on
Tarmoola Station, mainly to the north‐east of the Tarmoola mine.

5.4 Indigenous Affairs
Aboriginal heritage (ethnographic and archaeological) surveys were undertaken at three locations during
the year, at the sites of proposed exploration programs. St Barbara was also involved in a number of public
meetings in relation to an incident involving the installation of infrastructure by Landgate on Mt Leonora, a
registered Aboriginal heritage site.
Regular meetings are held with local Indigenous leaders, in which key aspects of St Barbara’s operations
which may affect local Indigenous people are discussed, and at which any concerns or questions are
welcomed and addressed. These meetings are detailed in Section 5.8 of this report.

5.4.1

Aboriginal Heritage

5.4.1.1 Surveys
Ethnographic and archaeological surveys were undertaken in July 2010 at Sunset Well, Malcolm and Yerilla
by Mr Wayne Glendenning, anthropologist and archaeologist. The survey area encompassed the locations
of proposed exploration programs, and was attended by representatives of the Wongatha People. The
surveys at Malcolm West and Yerilla were undertaken as part of Section 18 applications to disturb sites at
Lake Raeside, and to determine whether any further ethnographic or archaeological sites existed in the
area. No other ethnographic sites were identified during the survey, although one artefact scatter was
identified.
Further ethnographic surveys were conducted at Sunset Well by Mr Glendenning in August 2010.
Representatives of the Ngalia People were present while one of the surveys was undertaken. No definitive
ethnographic sites were identified during the survey. However, the Ngalia People recommended that the
locations of two drill holes be moved slightly to avoid a creekline and a swamp, and requested that a third
hole near a hill which may have ethnographic significance be abandoned.
The third ethnographic survey undertaken at Sunset well was with representatives of the Koara people, who
also participated in an ethnographic survey at Malcolm West. No other heritage sites were identified during
the survey.
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The Wutha people advised that an on‐ground survey of the Sunset Well area was not necessary, and
provided a desk‐top study report based on their intimate knowledge of the area. No heritage sites were
identified in the report.

5.4.1.2 Mt Leonora
St Barbara personnel attended all four public meetings which were held following the installation of
infrastructure on Mt Leonora by Landgate. Mt Leonora is a registered Aboriginal heritage site. Local
Indigenous groups had organised the meetings, to discuss action to be taken following erection of the
infrastructure. At the final meeting, held on 01 September 2010, the logistics of removal of the infrastructure
from the site were discussed. St Barbara was also asked by local Indigenous people attending this meeting to
assist in rehabilitating the site. St Barbara agreed to provide native seed, oxide rock to fill in erosion gullies,
and to undertake an assessment of flora species present at the site. St Barbara will also provide some
resourcing in the form of personnel to plan and supervise the rehabilitation project.

5.5 Energy and Pollution Reduction Initiatives
5.5.1

National Pollutant Inventory (NPI)

Full production commenced at Gwalia during the 2008‐09 NPI reporting period. Activity increased in the
underground mine and gold processing and open pit mining recommenced. A new gas power station was
also installed.
The reporting of emissions to water ceased in 2008‐09, because no water is discharged to the environment
at Gwalia; all water is stored in disused open pits for re‐use.
A summary of NPI emissions to air and land is provided in Table 9, with a comparison of emissions to air
between the current and previous year.
Changes are apparent in terms of the nature and quantity of emissions which occurred at Gwalia compared
with the previous year’s emissions. In almost all cases, emissions were greatly reduced in comparison with
the previous year. Greater energy efficiency of the new power station compared with the old power station
is likely to be a significant factor in this reduction in emissions. In some cases, such as with Arsenic and
compounds, Chromium (III) compounds and Copper and compounds, this reduction is due to the emissions
estimation technique (EET) method having changed since the previous year’s report.
Table 9 ‐ Comparison of NPI emissions between 2009 and 2010
Substance

Air ‐ Total (kg)

Land
(kg)

2009

2010

%
Change

2010

Antimony
compounds

and

12.1

6.4

52.89

‐

Arsenic
compounds

and

408

89

21.81

1

Beryllium
compounds

and

0.48

1.64

341.66

‐
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Substance

Air ‐ Total (kg)
2009

Boron and compounds
Cadmium
compounds

and

Carbon Monoxide

Land
(kg)

2010

%
Change

2010

447

94

21.03

‐

5

1.7

34

1

453760

123489012

27214.61

‐

Chromium (III)
compounds

and

2285

413

18.07

5

Chromium
compounds

(VI)

Not
reported

1

n/a

‐

Cobalt
compounds

and

129

35

27.13

‐

Copper
compounds

and

401

87

21.7

4

Cumene
(1‐
methylethylbenzene)

5.4

2.1

0.39

‐

Cyanide
(inorganic)
compounds

35563

22461

63.16

174

1.25

0.4951

39.61

‐

37.82

210.7516

5.57

‐

‐

‐

n/a

‐

53

15

28.30

1

‐

‐

n/a

‐

Ethylbenzene
Fluoride
compounds

and

Hydrochloric acid
Lead and compounds
Magnesium
fume

oxide

Manganese
compounds

and

3581

951

26.56

‐

Mercury
compounds

and

.497844

0.1677

33.69

‐

Nickel and compounds

717

146

20.36

4

Oxides of nitrogen

583887

96209

16.48

‐

Particulate
Matter
<10um (PM10)

1713469

690510

40.3

‐

Particulate
Matter
<2.5ug (PM2.5)

18836

7232

38.39

‐

Polychlorinated
dioxins and furans
(TEQ)

9E‐9

1.6E‐8

n/a

‐

Polycyclic
Aromatic
Hydrocarbons
(B[a]Peq)

2.8011

2.2

109.4

‐

49.8

8.4

16.87

11

Sulphur dioxide

154

71

46.10

‐

Toluene
(methylbenzene)

71.3841

1.3202

1.85

‐

Total Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC)

18536

5783

31.2

‐

Xylenes (individual or
mixed isomers)

35.77

1.27

3.55

‐

Zinc and compounds

1101

62

5.63

‐

Selenium
compounds

and
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5.5.2

Energy Efficiency Opportunities Program

St Barbara is a signatory to the Commonwealth Government’s Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEO)
Program, as the company’s combined energy usage exceeds the trigger level for mandatory involvement in
the program (0.5 petajoules – PJ). The EEO program is being coordinated from a corporate level.
Consultants Energetics Pty Ltd is commissioned to commence assessing activities at Gwalia in October 2010.
Gwalia will be provided with feedback and advice on opportunities for improving energy efficiency on site
by Energetics, who will also prepare documentation in accordance with Commonwealth Government public
reporting requirements.

5.5.3

National Greenhouse Energy Reporting Scheme (NGERS)

St Barbara submitted its first NGER dataset in October 2009, for the 2008‐09 year. St Barbara subsequently
commissioned Energetics Pty Ltd Consultants to undertake a comprehensive internal review of its
interpretation of NGER requirements. Energetics Pty Ltd had conducted previous energy efficiency
assessments at Leonora, so already had a good understanding of the site. The assessment found St Barbara
in a sound position to meet its NGER compliance obligations and provided a number of recommendations to
help St Barbara attain a strong compliance status for its Leonora site.
St Barbara will report its greenhouse gas emissions, energy consumption and energy production for the
2009‐2010 financial years, to the Department of Climate Change in October 2010. Reporting will be in
accordance with Section 12 of the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act (2007), regulation 4.26.

5.5.4

Hazardous Chemical and Waste Management

5.5.4.1 Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons have continued to represent the main hazardous chemical risk during the current period.
Waste hydrocarbons and contaminated material generated from SBM’s Leonora operations are collected by
Wren Oil for recycling or disposal. The quantities of waste hydrocarbons and contaminated material
removed from site during the reporting period have been included in Table 10.
Table 10 ‐ Hydrocarbon disposal and recycling quantities
Item
Waste Oil
Oily Water
Oil Filters
Hydrocarbon Contaminated Waste
Hydrocarbon‐contaminated drum disposal
Waste grease disposal

Unit
L
L
m3
m3
205L drums
205L drums

Quantity
57,500
4,000
10.4
44.2
25
6

Disposal Method
Recycled
Disposed
Recycled
Disposed
Recycled
Recycled

A bioremediation pad was reactivated at Gwalia during the previous reporting year. The pad was re‐
designed, to comprise three separate cells (each 50m x 50m in area). As new material is brought into the
bioremediation pad, it is dumped into one of the empty cells, and is periodically cultivated and watered to
promote bacterial breakdown of the contaminated material.

5.5.4.2 Chemicals
Twelve containers of redundant chemicals which had been held for several years at the Gwalia Stores were
disposed of during the year through a chemical disposal provider.
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5.5.5

Recycling

Recycling schemes which were previously in place continued through the year. These include the recycling
of scrap metal, car batteries, printer cartridges and electrical cabling. A local recycling contractor is currently
collecting all the scrap metal (apart from manganese) produced on site. Most of this had previously gone to
a contractor based outside of the local area.
In September 2009, a large amount of used polypipe at Gwalia was recycled. A contractor visited the site for
several weeks to chip the polypipe, which was then trucked off site for melting down to produce new
polypipe. A total of approximately six tonnes of shredded polypipe was produced during the program.
Some other used polypipe was provided to a local pastoralist for use as fence posts.
Discussions have been held between the site Environmental Superintendent and the ESS Leonora Village
Manager and ESS HSE representatives in relation to further recycling options. The Environmental
Superintendent also met with Mr Tony Fitzgibbon of Ruggies Recycling during the reporting period. ESS is
adopting a state‐wide recycling program which is likely to be affiliated with Ruggies Recycling. Options for St
Barbara to become involved in this program will continue to be investigated during the forthcoming year.

5.6 Noise and Dust Management
5.6.1

Noise Management

5.6.1.1 Previous noise studies
A number of noise studies were undertaken at Gwalia by SBM in the period between the purchase of the
Gwalia minesite in 2006 and the end of the last AER reporting period. These studies focussed on assessing
and recommending actions for minimising noise associated with exploration, development, construction
and proposed mine operation. Of these, the Gwalia Mine Operational Stage Noise Impact Assessment and
Management Plan by Lloyd George Acoustics has relevance to the current operational status of the Gwalia
Mine.
The Gwalia Mine Operational Stage Noise Impact Assessment and Management Plan was completed in
January 2008, prior to the recommencement of processing operations at Gwalia in September 2008.
Consequently, much of the assessment is predictive, with computer modelling based on both past
operational data and forecast scenarios. Major noise sources were identified as crushing, haul truck
movement, the power plant, the paste plant, and the refrigeration plant. Noise levels at four receiving
locations were assessed: the Hoover House guesthouse, the Hoover House manager’s residence, and Lots
577 and 479 in Gwalia townsite. Recommendations were made in the report to reduce the source of noise
via the adoption of quieter equipment and the installation of physical barriers if necessary, and to
undertake a further study following commissioning of the Gwalia site. While most of the recommendations
have been implemented, the follow‐up study sampling receiving locations in the townsite of Gwalia has not
yet taken place (as detailed below).
No environmental noise studies were undertaken during 2009‐10. A study had been planned when an
underground operation was under consideration for Tower Hill. However, the focus on development of a
second operation to supplement Gwalia shifted to Tarmoola, and the Tower Hill noise study was not
undertaken.
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5.6.1.2 Future noise studies
No noise studies are planned for the next AER reporting period.

5.6.2

Dust Management

All site personnel and contractors are instructed during the environmental induction to only use existing
tracks and to drive within designated speed limits to minimise dust generation.
Water carts are employed to keep dust generation to a minimum. One water cart operates full‐time at
Gwalia, with another on standby, to be used as necessary. The Leahy rock crushing project at Tarmoola has
a water cart operating in the vicinity of its operations, and regularly operates along the access road linking
the Goldfields Highway with Tarmoola and the King of the Hills underground mine, which is currently in
development. Another contractor operates a water cart between the King of the Hills underground mine
portal and surface infrastructure associated with the project.
During the year a number of incremental improvements in response to changes in ore composition were
made to the dust extraction unit in the crushing cycle of the Gwalia processing plant.
The Gwalia Paste Plant incorporates a number of design features to minimise dust generation. These
include a spray system on the hopper through which material is fed, and wind baffles on the sides of the
conveyor belt used to move tailings material from the hopper to the plant. Although the excavated tailings
are moist at the time of extraction, the surface 100 mm of stockpiles can become dry. Stockpiles of tailings
at the paste plant are kept below three metres in height, and are sprayed with water by a water cart as
necessary. One of the water carts on site is also used to suppress dust at the tailings excavation site at the
Grants Patch TSF, as required. No incidents related to dust at the paste plant were recorded during the year.
The Gwalia Batch Plant aggregate stockpiles are contained within bays with shielding on three sides, to
minimise the effect of wind disturbance. The height of the shielding was extended during the previous year,
to ensure that the tops of the stockpiles remain well protected from the effects of wind. A water spray
system is also installed in the containment bays. No incidents related to dust at the batch plant were
recorded during the year.
Tarmoola TSF4 had been the location of a dust trial in 2007‐08, involving the use of molasses on a large part
of TSF4. This treatment proved to be effective for a period of approximately two years, until 10 September
2009, when a dust incident occurred at the TSF, which was reported in the previous AER. During the current
reporting period, a further three dust‐related incidents occurred at TSF4, which were reported to the DEC.
These incidents occurred on 15 June 2010, 08 July 2010 and 12 August 2010. Water obtained from
dewatering the King of the Hills project is to be pumped to Tarmoola TSF4 for disposal via evaporation. It
will also suppress the generation of dust from TSF4.

5.7 Workforce Education and Training
The Environmental Superintendent and the Environmental Advisor deliver an environmental induction to
new SBM employees and contractors, as part of their general induction. The environmental induction
covers all relevant information to ensure that employees and contractors are aware of their environmental
responsibilities and St Barbara’s expectations for all personnel and contractors to contribute towards
achieving continual improvement in environmental management on site.
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The development of a site Environmental Management System (EMS) conforming to ISO 14001
requirements commenced during the previous reporting year. The development and implementation of the
EMS was initially scheduled to be completed over a two‐year period. To date, nominated personnel from
each department have identified aspects and impacts in each work area. However, EMS implementation has
been temporarily suspended during the current reporting period due to insufficient numbers of site
environmental staff. As of November 2010, this situation will be rectified, and EMS development and
implementation will resume.
St Barbara recognises the importance of involvement of all site personnel in the development and
implementation of the site EMS. This will help disseminate ownership and responsibility throughout the
operation and help increase the effectiveness of environmental management on site
St Barbara encourages all staff and contractors to partake in environmental training programs. Suitably
qualified presenters are sourced to deliver training programs on site. During the current reporting period,
snake handler awareness training was undertaken, leading to the appointment of a further ten snake
handlers on site. Cultural awareness programs will be held in the next reporting period.
All noticeboards on site are periodically updated with environmental information on issues such as
hydrocarbon management, landfill management and snake awareness.

5.8 Community Consultation
St Barbara’s commitment to engagement with and support for local communities in its areas of operation is
outlined on the company’s website. Regular Indigenous liaison meetings are held with local Indigenous
leaders, and all members of the local community are invited to attend community briefings, which are held
twice‐yearly.

5.8.1

Indigenous Liaison

Two Indigenous Liaison Committee meetings were hosted by SBM during the year, with invitations
extended to representatives of the Koara, Wongatha, Wutha and Ngalia indigenous groups, which were
accepted and attended by all groups except Ngalia. The meetings took place on 10 December 2009 and 29
June 2010. During these meetings, current and proposed mining, exploration and rehabilitation plans,
heritage protection, community issues and employment opportunities were discussed. Some requests for
provision of funding and equipment were made. Discussion also took place regarding future Cultural
Awareness Training providers at Leonora. St Barbara’s new procurement policy was explained during the
meeting of 29 June.

5.8.2

Community Briefings

Two community briefings were held in the Leonora Recreation Centre during the current reporting period,
on 10 December 2009 and 29 June 2010. These briefings are advertised locally and are structured to allow
formal presentation of activities updates and future plans, followed by refreshments which provide the
opportunity for informal conversation between members of the local community and St Barbara personnel.
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The community briefing held on 10 December 2009 was attended by 17 Leonora residents. The meeting was
opened by the then General Manager, Shane McLeay, who gave a presentation outlining St Barbara’s
activities. Forecast changes detailed included toll treatment of ore from Navigator’s Mertondale Project,
and investigations into the viability of the Tower Hill and Tarmoola projects as underground operations,
with one of these likely to be in operation within the next 12 months. Jeff Waddington, Manager
Environment and Community, St Barbara, then discussed environmental activities and gave details of the
rehabilitation work which had been undertaken at Harbour Lights, Jasper Flat, Tarmoola and Ulysses. During
the evening a local prospector asked whether his ore could be treated by St Barbara, and contact details for
the relevant person at St Barbara were passed on to this person.
The community briefing held on 29 June 2010 was attended by six local community members and thirteen
St Barbara personnel. The new General Manager for Leonora, Philip Hopkins, addressed those present,
giving an update on activities undertaken during the previous 12 months, and detailing the current focus of
the company. Updates were given on environmental and exploration activities by Jeff Waddington,
Manager Environment and Community, St Barbara, and Rebekah Evans, Exploration Geologist, Leonora.
Questions raised by the local community all revolved around expected mine life and future operations at
Gwalia and satellite projects.

5.8.3

Other Community Liaison

GHD Environmental Consultants conducted stakeholder consultation in relation to the Tarmoola closure
study which was completed during the year. Key stakeholders identified and consulted included St Barbara
personnel, local community members and groups, and government. Similar stakeholder liaison workshops
will be held in late 2010/early 2011 as part of the Gwalia closure study which is underway at the time of
preparation of this AER.
A number of meetings were held with local pastoral station managers from Braemore, Melita and Tarmoola
Stations, to discuss issues including watering points, fencing and gates, access tracks, waste dump
rehabilitation and feral goat eradication.
Assistance was given to the wildlife rehabilitators located in Gwalia townsite, in the form of the donation of
equipment and the provision of physical help during animal treatment on a regular basis by several
St Barbara personnel.
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6 Works Program – 2010‐2011
St Barbara has identified a number of areas which will be developed or enhanced during the 2010‐11
reporting year. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improving upper storey species diversity on established waste dumps through a program of raising and
planting seedlings;
Weed eradication from rehabilitated areas;
Feral goat removal from rehabilitated areas;
Further involvement of local indigenous communities in rehabilitation work;
Hydrocarbon management;
Proactive reporting of environmental incidents;
Identification and rectification of all significant environmental non‐compliances;
Further development of an environmental management system (EMS) aligned to ISO14001; and
Progression of energy efficiency across the Company (using membership of the Energy Efficiencies
Opportunities Program to formalise this objective).

6.1 Gwalia
Many of the environmental management initiatives mentioned above will be implemented at Gwalia during
the forthcoming year. Further development of the HSE Department, including increased personnel
resourcing, will help facilitate these improvements in environmental management of the Gwalia Operation.
A program of improving upperstorey species diversity and density will be undertaken on Gwalia waste rock
dumps during 2010‐11.

6.2 Tower Hill
Tower Hill remains a potential future resource, following completion of the King of the Hills Project at
Tarmoola. There are no plans for any work on a feasibility study at Tower Hill during 2011. Abstraction of
water from the open pit will continue, with the water being used in the Gwalia processing plant as required.

6.3 Kailis/Trump
The Trump/Kailis waste dump incorporates material from recent mining of Trump and Kailis with two
historic waste dumps (Kailis North and South Waste Dumps), which were added to and amalgamated during
operation of the open cut mines at Kailis and Trump in 2008‐09. This waste rock dump will be profiled to a
concave slope design to improve stability in late 2010, and will be topsoiled, ripped and seeded in May/June
2011.
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6.4 McGraths
During the current reporting period, the Leonora Shire continued the extraction of material from McGraths
to use as road‐base material. The Shire has committed to rehabilitating all areas in which they are working.
Material from the McGraths waste dump is being tested at the time of writing in a landform modelling
study being undertaken by Landloch Pty Ltd. The purpose of the study is to determine the suitability of the
material for capping the Kailis waste dump, to minimise erodibility of the rehabilitated structure.

6.5 Ulysses
Discussions were held with the manager of Melita Station regarding the handover of a section of the Ulysses
waste rock dump for the location of a water tank and pipeline to transfer and hold water to be pumped
from the disused Ulysses Pit, for livestock watering purposes. Water samples were taken from the Ulysses
Pit and analysis results were given to the Station manager. The DMP was consulted during these discussions
and advised that an agreement could be prepared relating to the handover. This initiative was put on hold
with the temporary suspension of pastoral activities on Melita Station.

6.6 Tarmoola – King of the Hills
The King of the Hills underground mine is being set up at Tarmoola at the time of writing. The operation is
expected to run for approximately five years.
As the King of the Hills project is set up, environmental aspects will be identified and environmental
management plans implemented to minimise environmental impacts.
A major focus during the forthcoming year will be reduction in dust emissions at Tarmoola. This will be
achieved by both progression of the Tarmoola rehabilitation program on historic disturbed areas and the
use of Tarmoola TSF4 for the temporary storage and evaporation of dewatering water, which is expected to
assist with immobilisation of tailings material in the TSF.
Primary earthworks on the Western waste rock dump on M37/572 Will be completed during late 2010 and
this area will be seeded during the first half of 2011, along with the North waste dump on M37/201, where
primary earthworks were completed in late 2009.
Goat and weed eradication will be undertaken on rehabilitated areas at Tarmoola during 2010‐11.
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Appendix A

Disturbance and Rehabilitation Data
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Appendix B

Site Plans

Tarmoola
Tarmoola East
Puzzle
McGraths
Harlech
Jasper Hill
Jasper Flat
Kailis
Forest
Harbour Lights
Tower Hill
Gwalia
Eastern Borefield
Ulysses

(Appendices are provided in the attached CD ROM)
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Appendix C

Monitoring Data

Eastern Borefield
Gwalia
Kailis
Tarmoola

(Appendices are provided in the attached CD ROM)
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Appendix

D

Tailings Storage Facility Data Sheets

(Appendices are provided in the attached CD ROM)
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Appendix E

Waste Dump Environmental Data Sheets
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